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MONSTER TACOS FOOD TRUCK &
COMMON MAN BEER 5-6PM
LECTURE 6-7PM
Speaker: Dr. Robert Dewey (NH Healthcare Workers for Climate Action)
Title: Climate Change Impact on the Health of Granite Staters
Description: NH Healthcare Workers for Climate Action’s mission is to educate other

healthcare workers and the public about the very serious health effects of climate change,
hoping that as people learn about this they will be more willing to advocate for climate solutions.
Visit https://www.nhclimatehealth.org/ to watch a short video about NH HWCA.

Speaker: Craig Cadieux (Solar Design Specialist at ReVision Energy)
Title: Clean Energy for Your Home and Your Community
Description: Join Craig Cadieux for a presentation and discussion about solar energy for
your home and your community. From residential systems to large-scale municipal projects,
there are many ways to be a crucial part of the clean energy transition on a local level.

Speaker: Sam Evans Brown (Executive Director, Clean Energy NH)
Title: The Effect of Renewable Energy Technology Price on the Energy Sector
Description: How the prices of renewable energy technologies have declined precipitously

over the last ten years. This has resulted in massive disruption in the energy sector and is leading
us to rethink both the narrative of what will be needed to fight climate change and the policies that
should be put in place to unlock the potential of this historic moment.

Speaker: Sandwich Climate Action Coalition
Title: Organizing Locally for Climate Advocacy
Description: A group of Sandwich citizens and surrounding towns that has decided to take action
to reduce greenhouse gases and reverse global warming. Formed in 2019, SCAC’s mission is
to educate and mobilize ctizens around the climate emergency, to facilitate legislation to reduce
carbon pollution, to support and act upon all viable means to draw down greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, while transitioning to a renewable energy future.
Free in person events brought to you by Squam Lakes Conservation Society, Squam Lakes Natural
Science Centerand Squam Lakes Association. Advanced registration is required. Reserve online at
nhnature.org/programs/calendar.php or call 603.968.7194 ext 7. Limited to 50 attendees.

